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Abstract. In this work, we extend the dependency pair approach for
automated proofs of termination in order to prove the termination of narrowing. Our extension of the dependency pair approach generalizes the
standard notion of dependency pairs by taking specifically into account
the dependencies between the left-hand side of a rewrite rule and its own
argument subterms. We demonstrate that the new narrowing dependency
pairs exactly capture the narrowing termination behavior and provide an
effective termination criterion which we prove to be sound and complete.
Finally, we discuss how the problem of analyzing narrowing chains can be
recast as a standard analysis problem for traditional (rewriting) chains,
so that the proposed technique can be effectively mechanized by reusing
the standard DP infrastructure.
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Introduction

In recent years, the dependency pair (DP) method for automating the termination proofs of term rewriting has achieved tremendous success, as witnessed
by the large number of publications and tools since its introduction in [6] and
subsequent reformulation in [9] (see [11, 13] for extensive references thereof).
Narrowing is a generalization of term rewriting that allows free variables in
terms (as in logic programming) and replaces pattern matching by syntactic unification so that it subsumes both rewriting and SLD-resolution [12]. Narrowing
has many important applications including execution of functional–logic programming languages [12], verification of security policies [15] and cryptographic
protocols [8], equational unification [14], and symbolic reachability [16], among
others. Termination of narrowing itself is, therefore, of great interest to these
applications.
Termination of narrowing is a more restrictive property than termination
of rewriting or termination of pure logic programs due to the high degree of
nondeterminism caused by the interaction of rule selection, redex selection, and
unification. In recent works [2, 4], we identified some non–trivial classes of TRSs
where narrowing terminates. The results in [4] generalize previously known criteria for termination of narrowing, which were essentially restricted before to
?
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either confluent term rewriting systems (TRSs) [14] or to left–flat TRSs (i.e.,
each argument of the left–hand side of a rewrite rule is either a variable or a
ground term) that are compatible with a termination ordering [7], among other
applicability conditions. Roughly speaking, we proved in [4] that confluence is a
superfluous requirement for the termination of narrowing. We also weakened the
left–flatness condition required in [7] to the requirement that every non-ground,
strict subterm of the left–hand side (lhs) of every rewrite rule must be a rigid
normal form, i.e., unnarrowable. Finally, in [2] we proved modular termination
of a restriction of narrowing, called basic narrowing [14], in several hierarchical
combinations of TRSs, which provides new algorithmic criteria to prove termination of narrowing via termination of basic narrowing (cf. [4]).
In [17], the notions of dependency pairs and dependency graphs, which were
originally developed for term rewriting, were adapted to the logic programming
domain, leading to automated termination analyses that are directly applicable
to any definite logic program. Two different adaptations of the DP technique
for narrowing have been proposed recently. In [18, 19], the original dependency
pair technique of [6] was adapted to the termination of narrowing, whereas [20]
adapts the logic programming dependency pair approach of [17] instead, to prove
termination of narrowing w.r.t. a given set of queries that are supplemented with
call modes. Unfortunately, these two methods apply only to two particular classes
of TRSs: right–linear TRSs (i.e., no repeated variables occur in the right–hand
sides of the rules) or constructor systems (the arguments of the lhs’s of the rules
are constructor –i.e., data– terms). These two classes are overly restrictive for
many practical uses of narrowing, such as the applications mentioned above.
In this work, we are interested in developing automatable methods for proving
termination of narrowing in TRSs that resist all previous techniques.
Example 1. Consider our running example, which is the non–right–linear, non–
constructor–based, non–confluent TRS, adapted from [15], that is shown in Figure1 1. This TRS models a security (filtering) and routing policy that allows
packets coming from external networks to be analyzed. We do not describe the
intended meaning of each symbol since it is not relevant for this work, but note
the kind of expressivity that is assumed in the domain of rule–based policy
specification, that does not fit in the right–linear restriction or the constructor
discipline. Narrowing is terminating for this TRS, but it cannot be proved by using any of the existing methods [2, 4, 18–20]. In this paper, we provide techniques
that allow us to prove it automatically.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We present a new method for proving the termination of narrowing that
is based on a suitable extension of the DP technique to narrowing that is
applicable to any class of TRSs. Our method generalizes the standard notion
of dependency pairs to narrowing by taking the dependencies between the
lhs of a rewrite rule and its own argument subterms specifically into account.
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In this paper, variables are written in italic font and function symbols are in typewriter font.
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filter(pckt(src, dst, established))
→ accept
filter(pckt(eth0, dst, new))
→ accept
filter(pckt(194.179.1.x:port, dst, new)) → filter(pckt(secure, dst, new))
filter(pckt(158.42.x.y:port, dst, new)) → filter(pckt(secure, dst, new))
filter(pckt(secure, dst:80, new))
→ accept
filter(pckt(secure, dst:other, new))
→ drop
filter(pckt(ppp0, dst, new))
→ drop
filter(pckt(123.123.1.1:port, dst, new)) → accept
pckt(10.1.1.1:port, ppp0, s)
→ pckt(123.23.1.1:port, ppp0, s)
pckt(10.1.1.2:port, ppp0, s)
→ pckt(123.23.1.1:port, ppp0, s)
pckt(src, 123.123.1.1:port, new) → natroute(pckt(src, 10.1.1.1:port, established),
pckt(src, 10.1.1.2:port, established))
natroute(a, b)
→ a
natroute(a, b)
→ b

Fig. 1. The FullPolicy TRS

– We demonstrate that the new narrowing dependency pairs exactly capture
the termination of narrowing behavior. We provide a termination criterion
based on narrowing chains which we demonstrate to be sound and complete.
– This allows us to develop a technique that is more general in all cases and,
for general calls (i.e., without considering call modes) strictly subsumes the
DP methods for proving termination of narrowing of [18–20], as well as all
previous (decidable) termination of narrowing criteria [2, 4, 7, 14].
– We have implemented a tool for proving the termination of narrowing automatically that is based on our technique, and we made it publicly available.
Plan of the paper
After recalling some preliminaries in Section 2, in Section 3 we discuss the problem of echoing, which we identify as being ultimately responsible for the non–
termination of narrowing. In Section 4, we develop the notion of narrowing dependency pairs and provide a sound and complete criterion for the termination
of narrowing that is based on analyzing narrowing chains. In Section 5, we discuss the effective automation of our method, which mainly consists of two steps:
DP extraction and argument filtering transformation. Section 6 concludes. More
details and proofs of all technical results can be found in [3].
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Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly recall the essential notions and terminology of term
rewriting. For missing notions and definitions on equations, orderings and rewriting, we refer to [21].
V denotes a countably infinite set of variables, and Σ denotes a set of function symbols, or signature, each of which has a fixed associated arity. Terms
are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way, where T (Σ, V) and T (Σ) denote
the non-ground term algebra and the ground algebra built on Σ ∪ V and Σ,
respectively. Positions are defined as sequences of natural numbers used to address subterms of a term, with  as the root (or top) position (i.e., the empty
3

sequence). Concatenation of positions p and q is denoted by p.q, and p < q is the
usual prefix ordering. The root symbol of a term is denoted by root(t). Given
S ⊆ Σ ∪ V, PosS (t) denotes the set of positions of a term t that are rooted by
function symbols or variables in S. Pos{f } (t) with f ∈ Σ ∪ V will be simply
denoted by Posf (t), and PosΣ∪V (t) will be simply denoted by Pos(t). t|p is the
subterm at the position p of t. t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at the position
p replaced with term s. By Var (s), we denote the set of variables occurring in
the syntactic object s. By x̄, we denote a tuple of pairwise distinct variables.
A fresh variable is a variable that appears nowhere else. A linear term is one
where every variable occurs only once.
A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of variables V into the set of terms
T (Σ, V) with a (possibly infinite) domain D(σ), and image I(σ). A substitution
is represented as {x1 7→ t1 , . . . , xn 7→ tn } for variables x1 , . . . , xn and terms
t1 , . . . , tn . The application of a substitution θ to term t is denoted by tθ, using
postfix notation. Composition of substitutions is denoted by juxtaposition, i.e.,
the substitution σθ denotes (θ ◦ σ). We write θ|`Var (s) to denote the restriction
of the substitution θ to the set of variables in s; by abuse of notation, we often
simply write θ|`s . Given a term t, θ = ν [t] iff θ|`Var (t) = ν|`Var (t) , that is, ∀x ∈
Var (t), xθ = xν. A substitution θ is more general than σ, denoted by θ ≤ σ,
if there is a substitution γ such that θγ = σ. A unifier of terms s and t is a
substitution ϑ such that sϑ = tϑ. The most general unifier of terms s and t,
denoted by mgu(s, t), is a unifier θ such that for any other unifier θ0 , θ ≤ θ0 .
A term rewriting system (TRS) R is a pair (Σ, R), where R is a finite set of
rewrite rules of the form l → r such that l, r ∈ T (Σ, V), l 6∈ V, and Var (r) ⊆
Var (l). For TRS R, l → r <
< R denotes that l → r is a new variant of a rule in R
such that l → r contains only fresh variables, i.e., contains no variable previously
met during any computation (standardized apart). We will often write just R
or (Σ, R) instead of R = (Σ, R). A TRS R is called left–linear (respectively
right–linear ) if, for every l → r ∈ R, l (respectively r) is a linear term. Given
a TRS R = (Σ, R), the signature Σ is often partitioned into two disjoint sets
Σ = C ] D, where D = {f | f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → r ∈ R} and C = Σ \ D. Symbols
in C are called constructors, and symbols in D are called defined functions. The
elements of T (C, V) are called constructor terms. We let Def (R) denote the set
of defined symbols in R. A constructor system is a TRS whose lhs’s are terms
of the form f (c1 , . . . , ck ) where f ∈ D and c1 , . . . , ck are constructor terms. A
term whose root symbol is a defined function is called root-defined .
A rewrite step is the application of a rewrite rule to an expression. A term
p
s ∈ T (Σ, V) rewrites to a term t ∈ T (Σ, V), denoted by s →R t, if there exist
p ∈ PosΣ (s), l → r ∈ R, and substitution σ such that s|p = lσ and t = s[rσ]p .
When no confusion can arise, we omit the subscript in →R . We also omit the
reduced position p when it is not relevant. A term s is a normal form w.r.t. the
relation →R (or simply a normal form), if there is no term t such that s →R t.
A term is a reducible expression or redex if it is an instance of the left hand side
of a rule in R. A term s is a head normal form if there are no terms t, t0 s.t.

s →∗R t0 →R t. A term t is said to be terminating w.r.t. R if there is no infinite
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reduction sequence t →R t1 →R t2 →R . . .. A TRS R is (→)-terminating (also
called strongly normalizing or noetherian) if every term is terminating w.r.t. R.
A TRS R is confluent if, whenever t →∗R s1 and t →∗R s2 , there exists a term w
s.t. s1 →∗R w and s2 →∗R w.
p
A term s ∈ T (Σ, V) narrows to a term t ∈ T (Σ, V), denoted by s ;θ,R t,
if there exist p ∈ PosΣ (s), l → r << R, and substitution θ such that θ =
>
>
mgu(s|p , l) and t = (s[r]p )θ. We use →R (resp. ;θ,R ) to denote steps in which
the selected redex (resp. narrex , i.e. narrowable expression) is below the root.

3

The echoing problem

The dependency pair technique [6] is one of the most powerful methods for
automated termination analyses. The technique focuses on the dependency relations between defined function symbols, paying particular attention to strongly
connected components within a graph of functional dependencies, in order to
produce automated termination proofs. The dependency graph is typically extracted by considering the dependencies between the lhs’s of a rewrite rule and
all proper subterms of the rhs of the rule.
An adaptation of the DP method to narrowing is given in [19] that requires
the TRS to have the so-called Top Reduced Almost Terminating (TRAT) property, defined as follows. Given a property P on terms, a term t is said to be a
minimal P term if t satisfies P but none of the proper subterms of t does. Given
a TRS R and a binary relation ⇒ (being →R or ;R ), an infinite derivation
t ⇒ t1 ⇒ t2 . . . is called almost terminating if t is a minimal non–terminating
term w.r.t. ⇒. An almost terminating derivation t ⇒ t1 ⇒ t2 . . . is called top reduced if it contains a derivation step at the root position. We say that ⇒ has the
TRAT property if, for every non-terminating term t, there exists a top reduced
almost-terminating sequence stemming from one subterm of t.
Let us briefly recall the notion of context. A context is a term with several
occurrences of a fresh symbol 2. If C[ ] contains k occurrences of symbol 2 at
positions p1 , . . . , pk , we write C[t1 , . . . , tk ] to denote the term (C[t1 ]p1 ) · · · [tk ]pk .
In [19] it is proved that every monotone relation has the TRAT property.
Since the rewriting relation is monotone (i.e., t →R s implies C[t] →R C[s]),
then it has the TRAT property for every TRS R (cf. [13, Lemma 1]). In term
rewriting this ensures that, in every almost terminating, infinite term rewriting
derivation, a rewriting step is given at the root. Unfortunately, the narrowing
relation is not monotone: t ;σ,R s does not entail C[t] ;σ,R C[s] but C[t] ;σ,R
(Cσ)[s] instead.
Example 2. [7] Consider the TRS consisting of the rule f(f(x)) → x, and the
non–linear term c(f(x), x). Then there does not exist an infinite narrowing
derivation for the subterms, f(x) and x, whereas c(f(x), x) is infinitely narrowed
without ever performing a narrowing step at the root:
c(f(x), x) ;{x7→f(x0 )} c(x0 , f(x0 )) ;{x0 7→f(x00 )} c(f(x00 ), x00 ) . . .
5

As shown by the above example, in the presence of non linearity the non–
monotony of narrowing has undesirable effects for its termination, since narrexes
can be brought into the context by the substitution computed at the preceding
narrowing step, thus causing other terms in the context to grow. This echoing
effect plays a fatal role in the (non–) termination of narrowing.
There are some classes of TRSs in which narrowing exhibits a monotone or
monotone–like behaviour and thus enjoys the TRAT property. [19] considers two
such classes: right–linear TRS (w.r.t. linear goals), and constructor systems. We
note that these two classes are a particular case of a larger characterization of
narrowing termination that we formalized in [4] by the QSRNC (Quasi stable
rigidly normalized condition), though in [4] we do not make the relation with
TRAT explicit.
The inspiration for this work comes from realizing that monotonicity is not
really a necessary condition for the termination of narrowing, provided the partially computed substitutions do not echo, i.e., they do not bring narrexes into
the context that might either introduce a term that does not terminate or echo
again. Let us introduce the idea by means of one example.
Example 3. Consider the non–linear input call c(f(x), x) in the non–constructor
TRS consisting of rules f(g(x)) → x and g(x) → x. The only possible derivation
for this term is finite, whereas the TRS, together with the considered non–linear
input term, do not fit in any of the characterizations given for TRAT [18–20]
or any decidable criteria for the termination of narrowing [2, 4, 7, 14]. Note that
the argument g(x) of the lhs of the first rule is a narrex.
Let us start with some lessons learnt from the termination of rewriting that
would be good to transfer to the termination of narrowing. In rewriting (and
narrowing), if a TRS is not terminating then there must be a minimal nonterminating term. In rewriting such a minimal non-terminating term is rooted
by a defined symbol but this is not true for narrowing. As in [13], let us denote
the set of all minimal non-terminating terms w.r.t. rewriting (resp. narrowing)
∞
by T ∞ (resp. T;
). The following definition is crucial.
Definition 1 (Echoing terms). Let R be a TRS. We define the set of minimal
echoing terms w.r.t. R, denoted by T , as follows: s ∈ T if, given a fresh binary
∞
∞
symbol c and a variable x ∈ Var (s), then c(s, x) ∈ T;
but s 6∈ T;
, and there is
0
no proper subterm s’ of s such that s ∈ T .
Now, we provide our key result for the termination of narrowing. We write
s D t to denote that t is a subterm of s, and s . t if t is a proper subterm of s.
∞
Lemma 1. Let R be a TRS. For every term t ∈ T;
, we have that either

1. (top) there exists a rewrite rule l → r ∈ R, substitutions σ, ρ, a term t0 ,
>

and a non-variable subterm u of r such that t ;∗ρ,R t0 ;σ,l→r rσ D u and
∞
u ∈ T;
;
2. (hybrid) there are terms t0 , t00 , u, substitutions ρ, σ, a position p, and a
p
>
∞
variable x such that t ;∗ρ,R t0 ;σ,R t00 , x ∈ Var (t0 |p ), xσ D u, and u ∈ T;
;
6

3. (echoing) there are terms t0 , t00 , u, substitutions ρ, σ, a position p, and a
p
>
variable x such that t ;∗ρ,R t0 ;σ,R t00 , x ∈ Var (t0 |p ), xσ D u, and t0 |p , u ∈
T .
Informally, the lemma above distinguishes three different kinds of minimal
non–terminating terms. The top case is the usual one shared by rewriting and
narrowing non–termination; the other two cases are due to non–monotonicity
and thus unique to narrowing. In the pure echoing case, the narrowing of
an echoing subterm introduces into the context a new echoing subterm that
reproduces the process again, as in Example 2. In the hybrid echoing case, the
reduction of an echoing subterm introduces into the context a minimal non–
terminating narrex that spawns an infinite narrowing derivation, as in Example
4 below.
Example 4. Consider the following TRS:
f(g(x)) → a

g(x) → g(x)

∞
∞
g(x) ∈ T;
is a minimal non–terminating term for rewriting. f(x) 6∈ T;
, since
0
only the derivation f(x) ;{x7→g(x )} a can be proven. However, given a fresh
symbol c, there is a hybrid infinite narrowing derivation stemming from the
∞
term c(f(x), x) ∈ T;
. Therefore, f(x) ∈ T .

4

Narrowing Dependency Pairs

In this section, we develop the notion of narrowing dependency pairs, and provide
a sound and complete criterion for the termination of narrowing that is based
on analyzing narrowing chains.
The intuitive idea behind our method is as follows. In order to construct the
set of dependency pairs, we not only relate the lhs of each rule with the root–
defined subterms occurring in the corresponding rhs, as in standard rewriting DP,
but also with its own root–defined subterms, i.e., those terms whose root symbol
is a defined function. The resulting set of dependency pairs faithfully captures
the behaviour of infinite narrowing derivations which incrementally compute
an infinite substitution, or more precisely, where the substitution computed by
narrowing contains an infinite term.
Suppose we split the substitution σ computed by a narrowing step t ;l→r,σ s
into two pieces, σ ≡ σ|`l ] σ|`t . The σ|`l part of the substitution has the usual effect
of propagating narrexes from the left hand side to the right hand side of the
rule. On the other hand, the σ|`t part is responsible for the echoing of narrexes
to the context that can fire a new narrowing step. These narrexes come from the
subterms of the left hand side of the rule, as in Example 2 above, or from the
term being narrowed itself, e.g. when c(z, h(g(x), z)) is narrowed to c(g(x), 0)
by using the rule h(y, y) → 0 and most general unifier {z 7→ g(x), y 7→ g(x)}.
Although the narrexes coming from proper subterms of the narrex selected
at the preceding step might cause non–termination, standard (rewriting) termination analyses already cope with them. However, narrexes coming from proper
7

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

filter# (pckt(194.179.1.x:p, dst, new)) → filter# (pckt(secure, dst, new))
filter# (pckt(194.179.1.x:p, dst, new)) → pckt# (secure, dst, new)
filter# (pckt(158.42.x.y:p, dst, new)) → filter# (pckt(secure, dst, new))
filter# (pckt(158.42.x.y:p, dst, new)) → pckt# (secure, dst, new)
pckt# (10.1.1.1:p, ppp0, s)
→ pckt# (123.23.1.1:p, ppp0, s)
pckt# (10.1.1.2:p, ppp0, s)
→ pckt# (123.23.1.1:p, ppp0, s)
filter# (pckt(123.123.1.1:p, dst, new)) → pckt# (123.123.1.1:p, dst, new)
pckt# (src, 123.123.1.1:p, new)
→ pckt# (src, 10.1.1.1:p, established)
pckt# (src, 123.123.1.1:p, new)
→ pckt# (src, 10.1.1.2:p, established)
filter# (pckt(src, dst, established))
→ pckt# (src, dst, established)
filter# (pckt(eth0, dst, new))
→ pckt# (eth0, dst, new)
filter# (pckt(194.179.1.x:p, dst, new)) → pckt# (194.179.1.x:p, dst, new)
filter# (pckt(158.42.x.y:p, dst, new)) → pckt# (158.42.x.y:p, dst, new)
filter# (pckt(secure, dst:80, new))
→ pckt# (secure, dst:80, new)
filter# (pckt(secure, dst:other, new)) → pckt# (secure, dst:other, new)
filter# (pckt(ppp0, dst, new))
→ pckt# (ppp0, dst, new)
pckt# (src, 123.123.1.1;p, new) → natroute# ( pckt(src, 10.1.1.1:p, established),
pckt(src, 10.1.1.2:p, established))

Fig. 2. Dependency pairs of FullPolicy

subterms of the lhs of the rules are specific to narrowing, and thus we focus on
them in our notion of narrowing dependency pairs.
Notation Let R be a TRS defined over a signature Σ = D ] C . Let Σ # denote
the extension of Σ with {f # | f ∈ D}, where f # is a fresh symbol with the same
arity as f . If t ∈ T (Σ, V) is of the form f(s1 , . . . , sn ) with f a defined symbol,
then t# denotes the term f# (s1 , . . . , sn ).
The following definition extends the traditional, vanilla DPs with a novel
kind of dependency pairs, which we call ll–dependency pairs.
Definition 2 (Narrowing Dependency Pair). Given a TRS R, we have two
types of narrowing dependency pairs:
– a lr–dependency pair (or standard2 DP) of R is a pair l# → t# where
l → r ∈ R, r D t, and root(t) ∈ D.
– a ll–dependency pair (ll-DP) of R is a pair l# → u# where l → r ∈ R, l . u,
and root(u) ∈ D.
The set of all (narrowing) dependency pairs of R is denoted by N DPR .
Example 5. The TRS f(f(x)) → x of Example 2 has no lr–dependency pairs and
the single ll–dependency pair f# (f(x)) → f# (x).
Example 6. For the TRS of Example 1 we obtain the narrowing dependency
pairs shown in Figure 2.
2

Modern formulations exclude pairs l# → u# when l . u. This refinement could be
applied to lr-DPs in our definition, but the pair would not be actually discarded,
since it is also computed as a ll-DP.
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Recall that our purpose is to prove that there are no infinite narrowing derivations. Since dependency pairs model all function calls in R, this is equivalent to
proving that there are no infinite chains of narrowing dependency pairs.
For narrowing we consider suitable the following definition of chain. As in
[11, 19], we assume that different occurrences of dependency pairs are variable
disjoint. In the following, P is usually a set of dependency pairs.
Definition 3 (Narrowing Chain). Let P, R be two TRS’s. A (possibly infinite) sequence of narrowing dependency pairs s1 → t1 , s2 → t2 , . . . , sn → tn ∈ P
is called a (P,R)-narrowing chain if there exist terms u1 , u2 , . . . , un and sub
>

stitutions σ1 , ρ1 , σ2 , ρ2 , . . . , σn , ρn s.t. u1 ;σ1 ,s1 →t1 t1 σ1 ;∗ρ1 ,R u2 ;σ2 ,s2 →t2
>



t2 σ2 ;∗ρ2 ,R u3 · · · un ;σn ,sn →tn tn σn .
We often omit the (P,R) prefix when referring to narrowing chains when
it is clear from the context. The following result establishes the soundness of
analyzing narrowing chains.
Lemma 2. Let R be a TRS. For every (NDPR ,R)–narrowing chain s1 → t1 ,
. . . , sn → tn , there exists a narrowing derivation in R which gives at least one
reduction step for every pair in the chain.
Namely, there are contexts C1 [ ], . . . , Cn+1 [ ], positions p1 , . . . , pn+1 , terms
u1 , . . . , un , and substitutions τ1 , . . . , τn , ρ1 , . . . , ρn−1 s.t. τi = mgu(ui , si ) for i ∈
p2
>p2
p1
{1, . . . , n}, and C1 [u1 ]p1 ;τ1 ,R C2 [t1 τ1 ]p2 ; ∗ρ1 ,R C2 ρ1 [u2 ]p2 ;τ2 ,R C3 [t2 τ2 ]p3
>p3 ∗
; ρ2 ,R

pn

C3 ρ2 [u3 ]p3 · · · Cn ρn−1 [un ]pn ;τn ,R Cn+1 [tn τn ]pn+1 .

Now we are able to show that, whenever there are no infinite narrowing
chains, narrowing does terminate.
Theorem 1 (Termination Criterion). A TRS R is terminating for narrowing if and only if no infinite (NDPR ,R)–narrowing chain exists.
Example 7. Consider the ll-DP d ≡ f# (f (x)) → f# (x) of Example 5. There is
a narrowing chain f# (x) ;{x7→f(x0 )},d f# (x0 ) ;{x0 7→f(x00 )},d f# (x00 ) · · · .

5

Automating the method

In order to automate the task of proving the absence of narrowing chains, it
would be very convenient to reformulate the problem using only rewriting chains,
as it is done e.g. in [19, 20, 17], since this allows us to reuse existing tools and
techniques of the rewriting DP literature. We develop our method inspired by
[18] but we provide all results without requiring TRAT, which is the main novel
contribution of this section. Let us recall the notion of argument filtering.
Definition 4 (Argument Filtering). [6] An argument filtering (AF) for a
signature Σ is a mapping π that assigns to every n-ary function symbol f ∈ Σ
an argument position i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, or a (possibly empty) list [i1 , . . . , im ] of
9

argument positions with 1 ≤ ii < . . . < im ≤ n. The signature Σπ consists of all
function symbols f s.t. π(f) is some list [i1 , . . . , im ], where in Σπ the arity of f
is m. Every AF π induces a mapping from T (Σ, V) to T (Σπ , V):
(
t
if t is a variable
if t = f(t1 , . . . , tn ) and π(f) = i
π(t) = π(ti )
f(π(ti1 ), . . . , π(tim )) if t = f(t1 , . . . , tn ) and π(f) = [i1 , . . . , im ]
We extend π to a TRS R as π(R) = {π(l) → π(r) | l → r ∈ R and π(l) 6= π(r)}.
For any argument filtering π and ordering >, we define s ≥π t ⇐⇒ π(s) >
π(t) or π(s) ≡ π(t). We also define the filtering of a position p w.r.t. a term
t as follows. Given a n-ary symbol f ∈ Σ and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, π(i, f ) = j if
π(f ) = [i1 , . . . , ij , . . . , ik ], ij = i. Given a term t and a position p ∈ Pos(t), the
filtering of p w.r.t. t is defined as follows:

if p = 

if p = q.i, i ∈ N, π(root(t|q )) = i
π(p, t) = π(q, t)

π(q, t).π(i, root(t|q )) if p = q.i, i ∈ N, π(root(t|q )) = [i1 , .., i, .., ik ]
Example 8. Consider the TRS of Example 1 and the argument filtering π(pckt)
= [1, 3] and π(f ) = [1, . . . , ar(f )] for any other f ∈ Σ. Let us consider the term
t = filter(pckt(secure, dst, new)), its filtered version is π(t) =
filter(pckt(secure, new)) and the filtering of position 1.3 is π(1.3, π(t)) = 1.2
where π(1.2, π(t)) is undefined.
Definition 5. Given a TRS R and an AF π, we say that π is a sound AF for
R iff π(R) is a TRS, i.e., the rhs’s of the rules do not contain extra variables
not appearing in the corresponding lhs.
Our main result in this section is Theorem 2 below that relates infinite narrowing (P, R)–chains to infinite rewriting (π(P), π(R))–chains. In order to prove
this result, we first need two auxiliary lemmata. The first one establishes a correspondence between rewriting derivations in R and derivations in the filtered
TRS π(R).
Lemma 3. Given a TRS R, a sound AF π, and terms s and t, s →∗R t implies
π(s) →∗π(R) π(t). Moreover, the derivation in π(R) uses the same rules in the
same order at the corresponding filtered positions (whenever the filtered position
exists).
The next lemma extends the correspondence established in Lemma 3 to narrowing, which can be done only when the original filtered term is ground. The
key point is that the correspondence holds regardless of the substitution computed by narrowing. It is in fact a (one-way) lifting lemma from narrowing
derivations in R to rewriting sequences in π(R).
Lemma 4. Given a TRS R and a sound AF π, let s and t be terms s.t. π(s)
is ground. Then s ;∗σ,R t implies π(s) →∗π(R) π(t). Moreover, the derivation in
π(R) uses the same rules in the same order at the corresponding filtered positions
(whenever the filtered position exists).
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Let us recall here the standard definition of chain for rewriting.
Definition 6 (Chain). [6, 11] Let P, R be two TRS’s. A (posibly infinite) sequence of pairs s1 → t1 , s2 → t2 , . . . from P is a (P, R)–chain if there exists a
substitution σ with ti σ →R si+1 for all i.
The following result allows us to prove the absence of narrowing chains by
analyzing standard rewriting chains. This is very useful because it means that
we can reuse all the DP infrastructure available for rewriting.
Theorem 2. Let R be a TRS over a signature Σ, P be a TRS over a signature
Σ # , and π a sound AF over Σ # s.t. π(t) is ground for at least one pair s → t ∈ P
in every (P,R)–narrowing chain. If there exists no infinite (π(P), π(R))–chain,
then there exists no infinite (P,R)–narrowing chain.
The following straightforward consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 characterizes
termination of narrowing as a rewriting problem.
Corollary 1. Let R be a TRS over a signature Σ, and π a sound AF over Σ #
s.t. π(t) is ground for at least one pair s → t ∈ N DPR in every (N DPR , R)–
narrowing chain. If there exists no infinite (π(N DPR ), π(R))–chain, then narrowing terminates in R.
5.1

Extending the DP framework to narrowing

By means of Theorem 2, it is possible now to recast the problem of termination
of narrowing in the DP framework of [9]. In this framework a DP problem is
a tuple (P, R) of two TRSs, R and P, where initially P = N DPR . If there is
no associated infinite narrowing chain, we say that the problem is finite. Termination methods are then formulated as DP processors that take a DP problem
and return a new set of DP problems. A DP processor is sound if the input
problem is finite whenever all the output problems are. We speak of narrowing
DP problems to distinguish them from the standard ones.
In the usual style [20, 17], we show here how to adapt a few of the most
important DP processors, and then give one that transforms a narrowing DP
problem into a rewriting one, which allows us to use any of the existing DP
processors for termination of rewriting.
The following definition adapts the standard notion of dependency graph to
our setting by simply considering narrowing dependency pairs instead of vanilla
DPs.
Definition 7 (Dependency Graph). Given a (narrowing) DP problem hP, Ri
its (resp. narrowing) dependency graph is the directed graph where the nodes are
the elements of P, and there is an edge from s → t ∈ P to u → v ∈ P if s → t,
u → v is a (resp. narrowing) chain from P.
The theorem below establishes that the narrowing dependency graph of a
narrowing DP problem is equal to the dependency graph of the rewriting DP
problem defined by the same TRS and DP set.
11
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Theorem 3. Given a narrowing DP problem hP, Ri, its narrowing dependency
graph is the same as the dependency graph of the rewriting DP problem defined
by hP, Ri.
It is well known that computing the exact dependency graph is undecidable
and thus several approximations [11] are used to compute an estimated dependency graph which includes the exact graph. The following approximation is
commonly used.
Definition 8 (Estimated Dependency Graph). [9] Let hP, Ri be a DP
problem. Let CAPR (t) be the result of replacing 3 all the proper subterms of
t with a defined root symbol by a fresh variable, and REN(t) the linearization of
t (replacing all ocurrences of a non linear variable with independent fresh variables). The nodes of the estimated dependency graph (EDG) are the pairs of P
and there is an edge from s# → t# to u# → v # iff REN(CAPR (t)) and u are
unifiable.
Example 9. For the problem of Example 1 and the set of DPs obtained in Example 6, the EDG is shown in Figure 3.
For finite TRSs, infinite chains show up as cycles in the dependency graph4 . We
can analyze separately every chain, that is, every cycle in the dependency graph.
This is accomplished by the following DP processor.
Theorem 4 (Dependency Graph Processor). [9] For a DP problem hP, Ri,
let Proc be the processor that returns problems {hP1 , Ri, . . . , hPn , Ri}, where
P1 , . . . , Pn are the sets of nodes of every cycle in the estimated dependency graph.
Proc is sound.
3

This function was first defined for approximating loops in dependency graphs in [5],
◦

4

where it is called t.
The converse does not hold, not every cycle corresponds to an infinite chain.
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Example 10. In the graph obtained in the EDG of Example 9, the only cycle
consists of (1) and (3). Thus the dependency graph processor deletes all the
other dependency pairs, and returns the problems { ({(1),(3)}, R), ({(1)}, R),
({(3)}, R)} corresponding to the graph shown in Figure 4.
The next processor we adapt is the standard reduction pair processor. The
following is the standard notion of reduction pair.
Definition 9 (Reduction Pair). A reduction pair (, ) consists of a quasirewrite ordering  and an ordering  with the following properties: (i)  is
closed under substitutions and well founded, and (ii) ( ◦ ) ⊆ .
For a narrowing DP problem hP, Ri, this processor tries to find a reduction
pair (, ) and a suitable filtering π s.t. all the filtered R-rules are weakly
decreasing w.r.t. , and all filtered P pairs are weakly or strictly decreasing. For
any TRS P and relation , let P = {s → t | s  t}.
Theorem 5 (Reduction Pair processor). Let (P,R) be a narrowing DP
problem s.t. P is a cycle5 , (, ) be a reduction pair, and π be an argument
filtering s.t. π(t) is ground for at least one pair s → t ∈ π(P). Then P rocπ (P, R)
returns {(P \ Pπ , R)} if Pπ ∪ Pπ = P, Pπ is not empty, and R π = R;
{(P, R)} otherwise.
Note that it is not enough to consider all the pairs in a strongly connected
component (SCC) at once, as it is commonly done in rewriting, and that we consider cycles instead. The reason is that the condition of Theorem 2, groundness
of one DP rhs per chain (cycle), would not be ensured when working with SCCs
instead.
Example 11. Consider a TRS R with the Dependency Graph of Figure 5. Our
dependency graph processor decomposes this problem into three subproblems
corresponding to the cycles {1}, {3} and {1,2,3}. A SCC problem would consider
only the last of these three. Suppose we did indeed use SCCs. The reduction pair
processor defined above can synthetize a filtering π2 s.t. the rhs of (2) is ground
and an ordering s.t. (3) can be oriented strictly; upon doing so it will remove (3)
of the DP problem, thus leaving only {1,2}. This eliminates two cycles at once,
{3} and {1,2,3}. But this is unsound, since we cannot eliminate the cycle in {3}
unless we find an argument filtering π3 s.t. the rhs of (3) is ground and there is
a suitable ordering.
We claim that it is straightforward to adapt most of the standard DP processors in order to deal with the grounding AF requirement, and due to lack
of space we will present only one more processor, which can be used to transform a narrowing DP problem into an ordinary one. Afterwards, any existing
DP processor for rewriting becomes applicable.
5

Note that this requirement is easily fulfilled by running the dependency graph processor first.
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Theorem 6 (Argument Filtering Processor). Let (P, R) be a narrowing
DP problem s.t. P is a cycle, and π be an argument filtering s.t. π(t) is ground
for at least one pair s → t ∈ π(P). Then, P rocπ (P, R) = {(Pπ , π(R)}, where
Pπ is defined as Pπ = {π(l) → π(r) | l → r ∈ P, l 7 r}. P rocπ is a sound
narrowing DP processor.
Finally, we include the subterm refinement in the AF processor as it can be
the case that the rhs of a DP becomes a subterm of the lhs after the filtering.
Example 12. The set of narrowing DP problems resulting of Example 10 can be
solved by using the AF processor to transform them into rewriting problems.
– ({(1)}, R) For this problem soundness requires that π(pckt) = [1, 3]. Using
the identity for all other symbols, we get the following (rewriting) DP problem that is finite, as one can easily check with a modern termination tool
implementing the DP method such as Aprove [10], or Mu-Term [1]:
({filter# (pckt(194.179.1.x:p, new)) → filter# (pckt(secure, new)}, R)
– ({(3)}, R) In this case, we proceed in a similar way, and the same AF π
allows us to transform the current subproblem into a finite (rewriting) DP
problem.
– ({(1),(3)}, R) Finally, by using the same AF π, we get a finite DP problem.
This finally proves that the FullPolicy TRS is terminating for narrowing.

6

Conclusion

We have introduced a new technique for termination proofs of narrowing via termination of rewriting that is based on a suitable generalization of dependency
pairs. Although several refinements of the notion of dependency pairs such as
[11, 13] had been proposed previously for termination analysis of TRSs, this is
the first time that the notion of dependency pair has been extended to deal
with narrowing on arbitrary TRSs and queries. This is possible because we first
identified the problem of echoing, which is ultimately responsible for narrowing
non–termination. Our contribution is threefold: 1) we ascertained the suitable
notions that allow us to detect when the terms in a narrowing derivation actually do echo; 2) our approach leads to much weaker conditions for verifying the
termination of narrowing that subsume all previously known termination of narrowing criteria; 3) the resulting method can be effectively mechanized. We have
implemented our technique in a tool that is publicly available6 . and satisfactorily
evaluated this tool on large example sets.
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